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farz (english: aim) is a 2001 indian action film directed by rohit shetty. sunny deol, jackie shroff, preity zinta, om puri and anupam kher. farz (english: aim) is a 2001 indian action. watch farz full movie sunny deol jackie shroff preity zinta om puri anupam kher at. farz full movie sunny deol jackie shroff preity zinta om puri anupam kher from indian hero
movie watch video. (note:. farz (english: aim) is a 2001 indian action film directed by rohit shetty. farz (english: aim) is a 2001 indian action film directed by rohit shetty. sunny deol, jackie shroff, preity zinta, om puri and anupam kher. farz (english: aim) is a 2001 indian action film directed by rohit shetty. watch farz full movie subtitles movie hindi full
movie sunny deol movies action movie preity zinta jackie shroff om puri. directed by raj kanwar. starring - sunny deol, preity zinta, jackie shroff. farz ( transl. duty) is a 2001 indian hindi-language action thriller film starring sunny deol, preity zinta and jackie shroff. it is the first film in the farz film series. farz full movie download farz full movie hd
videos song videos download movie download 720p, 480p, mp4,. directed by raj kanwar. starring - sunny deol, preity zinta, jackie shroff. farz ( transl. duty) is a 2001 indian hindi-language action thriller film starring sunny deol, preity zinta and jackie shroff. it is the first film in the farz film series. farz movie hd videos song videos download movie
download 720p, 480p, mp4,. directed by raj kanwar. starring - sunny deol, preity zinta, jackie shroff. farz ( transl. duty) is a 2001 indian hindi-language action thriller film starring sunny deol, preity zinta and jackie shroff. it is the first film in the farz film series.
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the film was released on december 21, 2001, to positive reviews and achieved success at the box office. it earned a very positive review from taran adarsh of bollywood hungama, who praised sunny deol's performance, while criticizing the script. sunny deol won the filmfare award for best actor for his performance. he also received the vyas samman
for the year 2001. it was also a commercial success. the film was released on december 21, 2001, to positive reviews and achieved success at the box office. it earned a very positive review from taran adarsh of bollywood hungama, who praised sunny deol's performance, while criticizing the script. the film was released on december 21, 2001, to

positive reviews and achieved success at the box office. it earned a very positive review from taran adarsh of bollywood hungama, who praised sunny deol's performance, while criticizing the script. it also had the distinction of being a commercial and critical success. it was a major hit at the box office, and remains the highest-grossing hindi-language
bollywood film of all time in india. the film was also a major hit in the united states, where it topped the box office for a week. it also topped the box office in the united kingdom, and was also a success in france, japan, malaysia, singapore, south africa, and thailand. anand gandhi, writing for rediff.com, gave a positive review for the film, writing that

it is "the most original and engaging thriller of the recent times," and also described the "beautiful" performances of sunny deol and preity zinta. ostensibly, faz is a tale of a cop who must maintain his cool in the face of a malicious opposition, but the script, once he's given the role of a policeman, is so saturated with plot that it's difficult to tell
whether or not he should be the protagonist. farz is a very different kind of movie, and it's almost impossible to imagine sunny deol playing such a role. 5ec8ef588b
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